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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided on this site does not constitute
investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other
sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website's
content as such.
Zatcoin does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be
bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence
and consult your financial advisor before making any investment
decisions.
By purchasing, selling, or otherwise interacting with the Zatcoin
token, you are releasing the Zatcoin team, its affiliates, and
anyone else involved in the project directly or indirectly from any
and all liability.
By purchasing Zatcoin, you agree that you are not purchasing a
security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless
and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur.
You also agree that the team is presenting the token "as is'' and
is not required to provide any support or services. Always make
sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and
regulations before you make any purchase.
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RISK DISCLOSURE
Please note there are always risks associated with smartcontracts. Please use at your own risk. Zatcoin is not a registered
broker, analyst or investment advisor.
Everything that we provide on our sites is purely for guidance,
informational and educational purposes. All information
contained herein should be independently verified and
confirmed. We do not accept any liability for any loss or damage
whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or
services.
Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in
any financial market. Do not trade with money that you cannot
afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified
financial advisor before making any investment decisions.
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INTRODUCTION
The worlds view of crypto currency is changing drastically we
believe the time of crypto currencies mass adoption is
inevitable; however there are some obstacles which may change
crypto currencies original purpose of being decentralized to
centralized. This may happen quicker than we think as
unfortunately the mass adoption of crypto has brought a dark
demographic of society into space. We’ve all been “Rugged”
“Scammed” and “Honey-Potted” more times than we would like
to admit, for this reason, we have created Zatcoin.
Zatcoin is presenting an anti-scam platform with future platform
listing capabilities including exclusive perks for Zatcoin holders;
our aim is to protect investors from scammers while providing
them with information that will help them make informed and
unbiased decisions as we will not accept promotional payments.
We will be capable of examining code and contracts for validity
as well as many other features and present this information in an
easily readable report for every listed token on our platform.
Zatcoin Tools is introducing a unique and extreme concept token
to the crypto world! The token will be usable across the entire
DeFi space with the intent to protect the investor from the
frequent scams we are seeing everywhere. Holders of Zatcoin
will have access to our exclusive platform ensuring they are able
to invest confidently knowing their money will not be landing in
the pockets of scammers.
We are continuously developing our platform and overall vision
on how we can take on this unthinkable task of transferring
wealth from the bad to the good people, we will be providing
useful information for all levels of crypto investors. Our goal is to
educate investors and help everyone gain the knowledge needed
to enjoy the benefits of cryptocurrency safely. This will be an
ongoing process; we will be updating our community as often as
possible to keep up with the people whose intent is only to steal
your hard earned money.
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We welcome you to join us in our mission to change DeFi we look
forward to growing with you and making change for the crypto
community!
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OUR PROJECT
We will be launching a platform to be utilized by not only retail
investors, but also developers and administration of current and
future projects. Here is what we will be able to offer them.
Our platform will be a safe haven for developers and their
projects as they can be confident in launching a safe contract
after being evaluated by our team. Whenever there is a new
project launched by new developers within crypto there are
always risks involved with contracts and the teams intentions
our verification will eliminate risks associated with crypto.
By purchasing and holding our tokens (Zatcoin) the developers
will have access to our team to assist with coding and contract
validation. They will have the right to be listed with us and rated
according to their code/contract details after being evaluated
carefully. We also believe there should be a reliable platform
where developers can seek services related to crypto this is
where ZAT marketplace will help developers in making the right
marketing choice as we believe a large proportion of marketing
is ineffective these days a large percentage are scams
In an effort to remain unbiased, we will not be accepting ads or
paid promotions on our platform. There will be no public voting
this removes the risk of paid up votes which usually are not a
true reflection on the project itself. There will only be our rating
of a score after carefully completing our safety checklist.
Although we will do our best to provide a safe environment for
cryptocurrency trading, this platform will not be providing
financial advice. We always recommend seeking advice from a
financial advisor. This site is for education and information
purposes only. We aim to help investors improve their trading
skills and basic knowledge.
For our Entrepreneurs and Project Developers our aim is to make
ZAT a platform where developers are able to display their work
and success.
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Our token has been hand coded from scratch by a trusted dev
within the space. It has been tested and proven to be functional
and sound.
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WHY CHOOSE ZAT?
You can be confident that your coding and contract are sound
after being evaluated by our team. We will verify your token your
new and existing investors will be more confident in their
investment. And not have to worry about fraudulently copied or
cloned projects that are very common within crypto. As we grow,
we aspire to be the leading and most trusted indexing site for the
Defi space. No duplicated names will be able to receive our
certificate as each project will be manually checked and listed
once all requirements have been met.

How will you benefit from buying our token?
The obvious benefit is as the token becomes more popular; the
price will increase in value. As a Zatcoin holder you are
encouraged to bring the project you’re considering investing in
to us you can be sure to increase Zatcoin value by giving us
greater exposure. We foresee our project becoming not only
popular, but incredibly useful in the coming weeks, months, and
years! We are a long-term project with many future plans and
upgrades planned to accommodate an ever changing crypto
currency space.
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Tokenomics
NAME/SYMBOL
ZATCOIN
BINANCE SMART CHAIN TOKEN STANDARD
BEP20
CONTRACT
0x958e030E5937414B8B54e4647fb513E348Ed90E5
TOTAL SUPPLY
2,000,000,000
BURNED TOKENS
MANUALLY BURNED 3%
1,023,576,000
Updated Friday, 12 November 2021 Burn Wallet
TRANSACTION FEE
1% Redistribution Fee
2% Liquidity Pool
2% Buyback Fee
5% Marketing
DEV WALLET
No developer wallet
LIQUIDITY LOCK
Liquidity pool is locked till June 2022
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ROADMAP 2021/2022
JUNE 2021
The initial phase of the project mainly consists of planning and
designing the code, and setting up our roadmap. At this stage
Zatcoin Tools will develop its main site and focus on the projects
roadmap marketing strategy and market research.
S E PT E MBE R 2021
In the second stage the token will be fair launched on the 10th
September 2021 we will focus on hearing the name through
various marketing channels and developing a strong social
media presence. Going forward in September we will focus on
community building, listings, and strong presence on every
platform available while the platform is further developed and
updated.
O C TO B E R 2 0 2 1
The third phase of the token will take place as the community
has been built and there are loyal community members. Beta
version of the ZAT platform will be released on the 1st of October
during this stage.
This is where you will have contract scanning tools, and the
ability to list new and existing coins. These will all be checked
and verified by Zatcoin everyone that lists here will be verified to
us I.D verified before listing on ZAT. Our aim is to have this ready
by November 2021. Some features we are aiming for during this
period:
‣ Wallet connect
‣ Dashboard (display your Zatcoin balance)
‣ Tiers e.g Gold Silver Bronze (different levels of access
dependent on your Zatcoin holding)
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‣ Contract scanner (scan any BSC contract easily within
seconds)
‣ Scam alert portal (ability to report scams new and existing
projects)
‣ The token will expand and will apply to newer and more prolific
listing websites. We will also apply to be listed on platforms
such as Coingecko/Coinmarketcap.
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NOV E M BE R 2021
Zatcoin will launch v1 of our anti-scam platform. And begin
listing new and existing projects that have been verified by us.
We believe we will see major growth during this period as listing
notable coins on our platform will give us exposure to a large
number of crypto users. Zat academy will begin uploading
educational videos and Newsletters that will be informative to
new and old crypto investors we believe it is important to
educate/teach our members ensuring they are up to date with
the latest information.
D EC E M B E R 2 0 2 1
Zat marketplace this is where you can find developers,
influencers, marketers, moderators you will pay us as the trusted
third party to hold funds until you have scams from taking place
where service providers do not provide a service as promised.
We will charge a small fee and buyback and burn Zatcoin. Our
aim is to have this ready by December 2021
After the application has been launched we will keep working on
marketing together with updating our anti-scam engine. We
apply to get listed on Exchange platform
JANUARY 2022
We will launch our third project which is ZAT EXCHANGE we aim
to have this by mid 2022 more details will follow very soon
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Marketing
‣ Telegram groups, channels and Adverts
‣ Twitter
‣ Distributorship
‣ YouTube Channel and crypto influencers
‣ Crypto influencer sites
‣ Celebrity influencers
‣ Crypto website influencers

MARKETING STRATEGY
‣ Partnerships: Zatcoin will partner with several financial
institutions and blockchain companies to promote its Antiscam Engine and directory listing.
‣ Social Media Marketing: social media today is an efficient
marketing strategy for every industry. Zatcoin will adopt all
social media marketing strategies to help market its listing
directory and services carried out. The platforms that will be
used for paid ads include Bing, Google, Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, Telegram, etc.
‣ Listing on Exchanges: ZatCoin will be listed on major top
volume exchanges. Our token and exchange will be listed on
coinmarketcap, this is to enable our users to check on a
regular price on exchanges, trade our tokens, and as well know
our rar on coinmarketcap.
‣ Word-of-Mouth: In today's businesses, word of mouth is the
most efficient marketing strategy. We will ensure our support
offers 24/7 support to our customers and users of our
exchange. This is to help us maintain good client-customer
relations.
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FAQ
When will Zatcoin be listed on exchanges where to
buy?
Zatcoin is currently listed on Pancake Swap.
We aim to be listed on Coin Gecko and Coinmarketcap around
November 2021.

Do you have any plan in marketing and listing?
We focus on hearing the name through various marketing
strategies, listings on exchanges, and social media influencers.
Zatcoin will have a wide variety of marketing channels:
professional reviews, influencer marketing, advertising, most
importantly: it will thrive on its communities contribution and
trust.

Where can I see the contract?
https://bscscan.com/token/
0xd22fb0de88ef5d43bfe49d8ee7c733baaaba1ef3

How can I join the Zatcoin community?
We are live on Telegram: t.me/zatcointools
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Why did I receive less Zatcoin than what I've bought?
The Zatcoin tokenomics features a transaction tax of 14% which
is split - 5% token liquidity, 5% Buyback and burn, 5% to
Marketing funding and developer funding.
This tax is adjustable and will be changed accordingly. Our aim is
to reduce this tax to around 8% as the project progresses.

Is Zatcoin safe and what will it do?
Zatcoin is a long term investment. Zatcoin Presenting an ANTISCAM engine with platform listing tokens, protecting investors
from scammers and their coins, helping developers finds the
very best teams/service providers out there. Our token has been
hand coded from scratch by a trusted dev within the space. It
has been tested and proven to be functional and sound.
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